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Oracle EBS Performance Tuning made simple.

Why is something slow in Oracle EBS?

Because it reads too much data.

Performance tuning is all about reducing processed data quantities.



Tuning approach

1. Review system configuration for issues.

2. Review overall system load and hardware speed.

3. Identify the worst performing SQLs and their business purpose.

4. Analyze individual SQLs and apply required corrections.



1. Review system configuration for issues.

• Ensure the SGA is setup as large as possible to make full use of the available RAM (select * from v$osstat) 
leaving just enough space for PGA and a tad for OS processes.

• Ensure hugepages is setup to hold the whole SGA. This step is important not just to reduce required page 
memory, but also to prevent SGA swapping.

• Verify all initialization parameters are setup according to note 396009.1. Especially pay attention to 
optimizer parameters e.g. ensure the internal DB gather stats job is switched off by 
_optimizer_autostats_job=FALSE.

• Check if system stats are gathered for the current hardware (select * from sys.aux_stats$) and generate them
if not: exec dbms_stats.gather_system_stats('noworkload')

Bottom line: Review your setup, if it is still up to date according to Oracle‘s recommendation.



2. Review overall system load and hardware speed.

2.1 DBA AWR System Metrics Summary:
• Total system CPU load, process wait percentage and IO figures for each AWR snapshot interval (default 1 

hour).
• Phys. Read gives an indication of the speed of the underlying storage system
• Buff. Read shows the total server IO per second

-> Live Demo



2. Review overall system load and hardware speed.

2.2 DBA AWR System Wait Event Summary:
• Total system waiting time for particular event classes and events for a specified timeframe of the AWR.
• Check there is nothing ‘unusual’ (other than IO) at the top e.g. class ‘Configuration’ would be a warning sign.

-> Live Demo



3. Identify the worst performing SQLs and their business purpose.

3.1 DBA AWR SQL Performance Summary:
• Worst performing SQLs by total IO (in MB) or elapsed time.
• Responsibility, Module Type, Module Name shows the origin of the SQL (of the session first executing it). 

Program and Program Line show the database package and codeline.

-> Live Demo



3. Identify the worst performing SQLs and their business purpose.

3.2 DBA SGA Active Session History:
• More detailed view with one record per second for all active sessions in the DB.
• Almost like a trace e.g. to answer on which SQLs one particular user’s session was spending it’s time.
• Contains recent session data only (memory and load dependent, usually few hours back)

-> Live Demo



3. Identify the worst performing SQLs and their business purpose.

3.3 DBA AWR Active Session History:
• Same as the SGA active session history report, but for a longer timeframe and in 10 second intervals.

-> Live Demo



4. Analyze individual SQLs and apply required corrections.

4.1 DBA AWR SQL Performance Summary:
• Set parameter ‚Show Bind Values‘ to ‚Yes‘ to get bind values and reproduce the issue in a DB access tool e.g. 

Toad or SQL Developer

-> Live Demo



4. Analyze individual SQLs and apply required corrections.

4.2 DBA AWR SQL Explain Plan History:
• Review the real historic explainplans for individual SQLs. Note that the explainplan regenerated e.g. from

Toad might be different to the one when the SQL ran.

-> Live Demo



Conclusion

If your have performance issues with your EBS, look at the details and 
tuning possibilities first, before you decide for a hardware upgrade.

There is often big optimization potential in comparatively small and 
simple corrections.



Questions?


